Power cord Jobspiral SP-SAN

Application: Robust, highly flexible spiral cord for use in continuously moving apparatus. The SP-SAN is applicable for high temperatures.

TECHNICAL DATA

Type: SP-SAN

Remarks: These spiral cords are made of our SAN cable. Inner diameter spiral = 1.5 x the outer diameter of the cable. Outer diameter spiral = 3.5 x the outer diameter of the cable.

Dimension: 3 x 1.5
Conductor material: Copper, bare
Nominal voltage: 300V to 500V
Material outer sheath: Other
Temperature resistance: -25°C to 110°C
Colour outer sheath: Black
Spiralized cable: Yes
Protective conductor: Yes
Oil resistant (acc. EN 60811-404): No
With cord switch: No
Outer diameter approx.: 8mm

Product Nr. | Length (m)
-------------|------------
0265631     | 50         
0265635     | 150        
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